The world's finest coffees were used to produce the wonderful taste and flavor known only to Cain's Better Coffee. Today Oklahoma's favorite coffee—and it costs 25 per cent less than coffee of equal quality packed inexpensive vacuum tins. Good grocers gladly sell and recommend Cain's Better Coffee.

John and Hanna Discover the Kitchen

Consider the case of John and Hanna Wife longed for a grand piano While Hubby who had voted wet Wanted a mahogany cellarette A beautiful stove had hubby fixed On a Tiffin range their drinks are mixed And to her music he is still deaf Now she plays on a "Magic Chef.*" You'll be kind of glad you married your present wife if you get her a Magic Chef gas range

THE TABLE TOP "TIFFIN" MAGIC CHEF
PRICED AT $99.75 AND ON TERMS TOO!

Patents Pending

Doc & Bill Furniture Company
Oklahoma City